Parts & Rebuild Division

At Line Power . . . Rebuilding means much more than repair.

Line Power Manufacturing Corporation’s Parts and Rebuild Division, a portion of Electro-Mechanical Corporation, has been a leader for over 30 years in re-engineering and rebuilding electrical apparatus. Now located in its own modernized 50,000 square foot facility in Bristol, Virginia, with a competent staff of electrical engineers, application specialists and factory technicians, Line Power’s Parts and Rebuild Division looks forward to assisting you with your replacement parts and rebuild needs.

Rebuild Service

A large, constantly changing selection of rebuilt electrical equipment is always available from the Rebuild Division.

When capital funds are not available for new equipment purchases, Line Power’s Rebuild Division offers an economical alternative.

Damaged or outdated equipment can be modified to meet your requirements and rebuilt to current industry standards which extends its useful service.

The Line Power Rebuilding Cycle:

• Picked up on your site by our truck
• Inspected prior to disassembly
• Complete disassembly
• Component parts cleaned, inspected, tested, repaired and retested
• Enclosure is cleaned, repaired, modified for additional circuits if required and painted. If damage is severe, a new enclosure is fabricated
• Assembled to meet the customer’s specifications
• Tested to the same standards as a new unit
• Delivered back to your site by our truck
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Parts Service

Line Power offers a wide selection of parts and components, ready for immediate shipment from our large inventory. The Parts Department will help you select the correct part, cross reference when necessary, and supply it promptly. Our stock includes high voltage switches, vacuum circuit breakers, high voltage couplers, low voltage couplers, transformers, etc., all manufactured by Line Power. Components from Westinghouse, General Electric, DAC, Joy and McGraw Edison as well as other manufacturers are also included in our inventory.

For additional information and/or ordering instructions for Line Power products, or information on other divisions, please contact your local Line Power Representative or the factory at the address and phone number listed below.